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ADVERTISEMENT

PLEASE SEND YOUR “DOCTOR’S CORNER” QUESTIONS TO: ACACIA NETWORK, 1776 CLAY AVENUE, BRONX NY 10457

Dear Doctor:
Last week, my 
boyfriend and I had 

We didn’t use anything, 

am 16 and he is a little 

getting pregnant does 

way to keep from 
having a baby?

-Roselia

Dear Roselia:
I can understand your worry. 

Being a teen parent means 
loss of freedom and a big 
change to any plans you may 
have had for your future. I am 
glad you are asking for help. 
This is a good time to stop 
and think again about what 
you are doing and how to 
help make yourself safer. 
First, there are several types 

of birth control measures. The 
most effective (99%) is the IUD 

This “morning after” pill is not 
an abortion pill. It only works 
to prevent a pregnancy. If you 
are already pregnant, it will 
not have an effect.
The best prevention is not 

to have sex. Many teens 
have done this. It is hard to 
avoid the pressure that comes 
from your group of friends 
or from being in a relation-
ship. However, it is alright 
to wait, especially if you are 
not sure. It is alright to say 
“no”, even if you have said 
“yes” before. Remember, too, 
that use of a condom is ab-
solutely necessary to prevent 
transmission of HIV or other 
Sexually Transmitted Diseases 
(STDs). A birth control device 
will prevent a pregnancy, but 
without use of a condom, you 
can pick up several infections 
that will be as life changing 
as becoming a parent before 
you are really ready.

My boyfriend and I had sex for 
the fi rst time. Now what?

(Interuterine device), which is 
inserted by a medical pro-
vider and can be left in place 
for years. 
Other effective methods 

(91-94%) are a shot, a ring, 
a patch and the pill. These 
require periodic insertions or 
applications. Sponges (71-
88%) and spermicides (72%) 
are the least effective. If you 
forget to use your contracep-
tive, there is also a “morning 

after” pill (89%   effective), 
which can be taken up to 
5 days after sex, but is best 
taken within 72 hours. A pill 
pack of these can be ob-
tained from your doctor or, 
if you are 17 years or older, 
pills can be purchased at the 
pharmacy. Due to a recent 
ruling in federal court, the 
pills may become available 
to teens of all ages at phar-
macies in the near future.  

trol device for you, and to ask 
questions to help you decide 
what to do, please visit one of 
our Acacia Network primary 
care clinics. At Acacia, we 
have a group of professionals 
who can address your impor-
tant issues. 

Acacia Network provides a 
variety of medical services:

LA CASA DE SALUD 
966 Prospect Avenue, Bronx 

Tel. (718) 842-1412

HEALTH CARE CENTER 
1064 Franklin Avenue, Bronx 

Tel. 718-764-1590

HEALTHCARE CENTER
262-4 East 174th Street, Bronx 

Tel. (718) 299-6910
915 Westchester Avenue, Bronx

Tel. (718) 466-3550 

HEALTHCARE CENTER
4196 Park Avenue, Bronx 

Tel. (718) 466-1574

CLAY AVENUE HEALTHCARE CENTER
1776 Clay Avenue, Bronx 

Tel. (718) 299-1100 x3056

HEALTHCARE CENTER
266 West 145th Street, Manhattan 

Tel. (212) 690-4002
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